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The New M;,xico Whee/men
sched11le blr;ycle rides eve,Y
Sund11y 11t eight
For funher
informatipn call 264.. 1232 or
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~-·~l,buqu~~que businessmen wer~ called 'upon in a · The Comprehensive Youth Employment and Train·
pJess confere~ce to commit theinselv~s to. a Federal' i_r:tg Act will_provide about $2.1 million this year for
pi'o$ram. ~that• could mean moJe than ·1.000 jobs for the state, if it is signed by President Carter as
·;_NeW!M~xtc~: YP}Ith;
.
·
Domenici says is expected.
: ~ew M.exi~o Sen. Pete Domenici · asked private
'''There are20,000 unemployedyouths in New Mex..
busm~men ·tO· cooperate with the public sector to
ico and 6,000 to 7,000 in the Albuquerque
reduce une.mplo}'lllent: · ·
metropolitan area," Domenici said. •
•!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! " The seantor said unemployment produces youth
Thl! CETA program·calls for $2.5 billion to finht with no. marketable skills; .and therefore cost society in
unemplovment.
"·
productivity and contributi.ons, ''They are not making
the transition from youth to .adulthood," he said.
"'We will n~ed th~ cooperation of every elemeni of
".Prolonged periods of unemployment endanger the
the Albuquerque community, and if you will work future of our youth and create social pt:oblems of
-with us, th'e Comprehensive Employment and Train- momlmental proportions," said Domenici.
·
.
d . .
)
The CETA program calls for $2.5 billion nationmg A mmt~tration (CETA in Albuquerque. can pro- wide ~o fight ·unemployment and provide lasting J' obs, ·
vide jobs and training for 1,000 young people this year he said.
alone. If. you fail to help and we use ou·r money to pro- .!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
vide public service jobs, we will be able to provide only ·Prolonged periods of .unemplo vmen t
17S jobs," Domenici said.
endanger the future of our vouth• .• '
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Pete Pushes ·cETA.

He said unemployment in the 16 to 23 age group accounts for SO per cent of the unemployed in the nation. Young people. make up 2S per cent of the na..
. New Mexi;ols U.S. Senlltf!T Pete. Domenic/ spent an hour in tion's work force, be added.
·
assoc. prof. Paul Hine's political science class last Tuesdav after· "The answer to youth .unemployment lies in the
noon, SPINiking to a.tudents.
privat~ sector," Domenici said. The private sector
,
could provide on-the-job training, )ob development'

propos_e~ TaX Cut
Fpr_Tui~UJn·Expe.nse Pay _Hlk~s. A
Irks ~Wh1'lll H·OUse
and job planning.
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thoush~ecau~ehe is too busy with other:ings.

7 Yo Solution

_. ..•. @Y. R!ch~i'd_L.·~.b!la•~J'., ·· . ·about 7·_per cenLover their current
·ONM"""Presldeiit Wiiliam.··navis• ·ba·sepay:·•·;·-~·~-·..,,.~~ ·
will be receiving a $3,000 per year~. The salaries of the faculty depend
increase insalary beginning in fiscal upon a number of factors, inyear 1978. ·
eluding time in service and grade
This represents a 6.3 percent in- (assistant,_ associate or full procrease over the previous presiden- fessor). Information regarding intialpaycheckof$47,S00peryear.
creases d~ring former president
UNM plans blanket salary in- Ferrel.Heady's administration was
creases for faculty members of bet- not available for comparison.
ween 6.9 per cent and 7.2 per cent, . The president of UNM receives a
said Ted Ouambana, UNM fiscal higher salary than the city's mayor.
analyst. These increases, Guam- Mayor Harry, Kinney is currently
bana said, are to be administered by paid $34,000 per anum to oversee
the deans of the various colleges the city's affairs. The mayor's
within the University. ·
salary has not been voted an .in•
Ouambana said~ uExcept for a crease in three years, although the
few exceptional cases, most of the city council is now considering a
faculty will r~eive an increase of SS,OOO raise for that office.

WASHINGTON-· Citing a potential loss of abou.t S2'billion a year in tax
revenues, the Carter administration's tax and education advisors are
m~unting pressure againsta·proposed tax cut for college tuition expenses.
The tax proposal expected to go before the .House sometime next year,
involves a phased-in tax credit oJ $250 for college tuition during the student's first college year and an increase to $500 a year by the student's
.fourth year.
One tax expert-in the Carter administration has argued that the tax cut
could hold back money from the. U.S. Treasury and, more importantly,
hamper the administration's attempts to balance the federal budget.
The tax cut has been labeled as a break for middle-class taxpayers, but
the administration argues that it is more of a tax relief and only directed at
those families with children in college.
.
.
Members of the Department of Health Education and Welfare (HEW)
have also vocally opposed the tax proposal. One member. of the HEW said
that .the tax cut would interfere with the present system of federal student
financial aid.
The .spo~esm~ for HEW s&!d t~at t.he. administration would prefer to
.stay wtth,tts policy of channeling tts limtted funds for higher education
through the financial aid program. ·
_ 'fhe latest change. in federal laws concerning financial ajd makes lowinterest guaranteed loans for college expenses available to students whose
parents earn up to $25,000.
.
.
Another tax-cut plan prc,posed but ~till somewhat unclear would in~olve
$1 ,000 in tuition tax credit and is estimated to cost the treasury more than
$S billion. .
•
• Thus far, the U. ~· Senate has acted upon the $2 bill ibn plan by approv·mg the pr()posal .twtce last year. However, the plan has been c;telayed.in the
House because tts leaders refused to accept the Senate version. Those
leaders have indicated to the tax•cut sponsors and backers that they will
allo'Y _the measure to go before: the House and let that body voice its approval or disapproval.
..
- _ ·
.
.

Dead,line~·Nei·rs

•

~·-·

In respons~ to questions on the B-1 Bomber,
Doinenici said be hopes President Carter will not veto
the bill to provide money for the bomber out of
military construction funds. ·.
When asked whether he had decided to run for of..
flee,, Domenici said he had not given the matter much

New Mexico State University

•"

President OeraJd 'Thomas receiv4:d
a $2,572 pay increase raising his
salary to $49,512 per year. Thomas

. hih been president of NMSU for
seven years. Presidents of the six
four-year state universities are all
paid more than. Gov. Jerry
Apodaca's salary of$3S ,000.
' The salaries for university
presidents are decided' by . the
regenArmstrong of Eastern New
Mexico University was increased
$3,200 raisins it to $43,000 per
year. President Kenneth Ford of
New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technplogy, received a raise of
$3,500 increasing his yearly salary
to 544,000.
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Vet Tuition Requests
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._uNM stu'dents eligible for the GI
Ddt payments _can make a. request
through July 8 for_ advanced payment for the 1977 fall semester. ··
Students must make the request
at the Veterans affairs Office in
Mesa Vista-Hall, second flo.or.
Students -who .are currently
enrolled in the summer semester or
who have an overpayment to the
VA are not eligible.
The advanced payment will be
delivered to the UNM cashier .about
the time
fall · semester stans.

~

~

'

,;

· Stu,dents will be. a~le to· pickup
thetr checks at this time instead of
having to wait the usual four to six
weeks.
·
.. The ·first advanced payment
check will include benefits for the
last halt ot August and all of
September.. The next check will be
mailed to the students' home ad·
dressNov. 1.
. The advanced payment does not
apply for those students needing a
tuition waiver. · ·

.-

.Oi.ls Well That Ends Well
"S••1hreeplo' (leNland ~noo•Detoo' iron out their difference during the science fiction film 'Stsr
We'*'· For more h•"Y met•l, • •P•ln S•nd B.
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i Art Students Wait for Movement
In sil' · months, art majors at
Ul'IM will leave their 51-year-old
library to move into a new threeStory, 74,750 square foot building.
And no one is shedding nost11lgic
tears .
The old art building was first

used asa. library when it was built in subjects ..
1926, a.nd UNM art majors ha.ve
University architect Van Dorn
had to work around plumbing, low Hooker said the new art facilitY is
ceilings and ina.dequa.te lighting for not big enough to house all the art
half a century. Even though the programs but it will be used by art
new art building will be ready in majors 'for sculpture, dra.wing, ·
October, non-majors wJII still be painting, photography, jewelry
looking around corners to see their · making, ceramics, printmaking a.nd
art history. The. new structure will
a.lso house administrative offices.
Hooker said: "Non-majors who
are enrolled in va.rious art classes
will use other facilities including the
old art building, Sara Reynolds
Hall, Parsons Hall a.nd the craft
annel'."
The old building won't be
completely free of e1eperienced .
a.rtists; Graduate and tutorial
students will use the old building
for independent study purposes.
Some area.s will be modified for
individual work spaces and large
classroom space will be available
for critiques and large enrollment
courses. Graduate students in
painting are now housed in three
different buildings. In October they
will all be located the old art ·
building. A few faculty offices will
also remain in the old fa.dlity.

Art ma}o18laavaleaky pipes In old art building.

. CAMPUS-OFFICE
ORTEGA HALL· ROOM 233
Tu.,Th.,Fri. • 3:30·5:30pm
OrCall277

I

I

New art building completion is scheduled for around December
1977.
.
.
.

..
'

<

The new building, designed by
Albuquerque architect Antoine
Predock and contracted by the
Lembke Construction Company,
will cost $3;350,000 when completed this fall.

.

.

Graduates Bounce Up
On Spring 'Aptitude Test
Bachelor's degree recipients at
UNM again scored above national
averages on verbal and quan~
tituative aptitude tests this spring,
the Testing Division reports.

z•zt .AN PI:DIIO, N.tr.
AL.UQUI:IIIQUIE, NIEW MI:XICD .7110

BElWEEt,l MBIAUL AND
INDIAN SCHOoL.
2'"-8ti3

"It stands to reason that the
declining entran~e scores of several
years ago will begin to show up
more and more on the exit scores,"
the reports adds. UNM students'

STEREO AUCTION
To rneke room for new models ••

.NEW, DE·MOS, PRE· OWNED
Ne11;

Mraanl~ Pionur, Mcintosh, ISS, Sony, T-, ~Mare!

4t~

=t.~

o.

cP

«r-

,g

Cove:red
WMTagon

(on all saDIDier ·clothin-g)

Students who chose to take the
UAP test had recorded higher ACT
scores than their representa.tive
freshman class, the report says,
noting tha.t "those students 'with
higher ACT scores are those most
likely to complete their undergraduate degrees."
In the verbal portion of the UAP,
the average UNM score was 444.8,
· or the 60th percentile, compared to
a national norm of 416, or the 51st
percentile. For the qua.ntitative
portion, the average UNM score
was 466, the 63rd percentile; the
national norm was 444, the 55th
percentile.

''

,
I
~

UNM students for whom ACT
scores were available has average
verbal UAP scores of 434.9,
compared to an average scrore of
456.2 for those without ACT scores
on file. On the quantitative portion,
the average for those with ACT
records was 472.8: for those
without ACT records the average
was 457.6.

.,

' .

' "It will take several more years
before the picture of graduating
students stabilizes," the Tesfi!!K,
Division report says after notin'g tlie-~ ···
va.riation in UAP scores of students
with and without ACT records.

Malcero of Hanel Mocl•
Indian Jewelry
OLDfOWN

Thurs.- July 7TH
6To1Q:QOPM
in air conditioned comfort
-Ice· tea served

The Undergraduate Assessment
Program (UAP) tests are designed
mainly. to measure potential for
further study. The tests are not yet
mandatory for all UNM seniors.
They were taken by 1363 students in
the 1976-77 school year. Next year,
the students will take the UAPtests
and field or advanced tests in their
major study areas.
' k
·
"Students ta ing the UAP at
UNM in 1976·77 continued to score
above the national average." says
the testing Di~ision's report, and
"These students were also above
national norms a the time they
began their careers" at UNM,
according ·to their American
College Terecorded when they
entered the University as freshmen
or transfers.

b

scores on the verbal component of
the UAP rose from the 62nd
percentile in 19'75 to the 60th
percentile in 1976.

111 Harvard SE

8117 Menaul.NE

(acro_ss from UNM)

(across from ·aoffmantown)

Lecture Under the Stars
Summer 1977 Series

.

~CREDITCARDS·FINANCING AVAILABLE
~- 3011 MonteVista NE· 255-1694
~~
Justeastof central & Girard,l"'ear UNM
OS FOR OVER 2'/Y_EARS - -

July 11

" M·atch
.

Box Circus"

For the best in c:lothinsJ and
h~ad supplies

with Michael Anthony
Featuring Magic, Mime, Juggling, and Fire Eating .
lectures will be held Monday evenings at 8 p,m.ln case of bad """ther, the lectures which are schedull!d
on the Central Mall will be moved to the ballroom tn the New Mexico Urtfon Buttdfn~ Thete ts llo ad·
mission charge. and the. gen~al public Is cordially 1r1vlted

COORDINATED BY THE STUDl!NT ACTIVITIES CENTER, A DIVISION 0~ THE bEAN OF
. STUDENTS OFFICI>
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Daily LOBO

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Special Section :~

f.

~~~~~~~~~~~~
on the Universe's most wanted-list ~.
(they knt virgins, don't they?) and 8

..

.

~

=a
A

Perspective

~

The section includes a review of
the movie epic and its accompanying soundtrack.
Stl\r Trek gets decked, Frank
Frazetta is proven to be the master
artist of fantasy and lives up to his
image of the Dream Weaver,
In our glactic sound library,
'Willie Bobo says that "Tomorrow
is Here" but Lynne Moyer disputes
that; PFM suffers from a long
space trip and Lone Star is a fading
spheroid. Also, Alan P11rsons
undergoes metamorphosis as he
becomes a robot, the Scorpions are

.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Editorial'lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnm•••lll,
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President ·Calls
The Kettle Black

.

'

meanwhile back on earth, things
aren't that normal.
Danny Boy Fogelberg is on a trek
to Nether Lands and he's not going
to stick his finger em the dike. Alice
Cooper comes to Earth Station
Albuquerque
as
a
crazed
rock'n'roll detective, the Santa Fe
Opera ·is in the starlight and
Michael Antii.ony thinkS he's
Wonder Woman as he attempts to
catch speeding bullets and create all
sorts qf illusions.
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What's good for the geese apparently isn't gciod enough for gander,
UNM faculty learned recently..
.
·
.
May we refer to PrE!sident William E. Davis; first unpopular move with
faculty in the fall of 1975. At that time, the fledgling president asked
the faculty to tighten its belts and not ask for any pay hikes, sp UNM
wouldn't be in a financial bind.
~NM

iN A WEIRD KIND of deja' ilu, we IE!arned that Davis was taking a
$3,000, pay hike 11pproved by the regents, thllt will ·boost his salary to
$50,500 annually - $15,500 more that Gov. Jerry Apodac11, and .$928
more than New Mexico StlltE! University President Ger11ld Thomas who accepted 11 $2,572 p11y boost..
•
Davis WIIS not the only unive,rsity president to t11ke a pay hike. Along
with the NMSU president, four other New Mexico school h!!llds took p11y
hikes. ·
This seems to us to be a strange contradiction; While m11ny of the facul·
ty have been getting their s11l11ries raised anyway, the self-righteous presi·
dent ch11nges his tune when the case gets person11l.
WITH AN INTELLIGENT college-age ·d11ughter attending summer ·
school cl11sses here, llut regular classes at Idaho, and two small d11ughters,
we realize the president might need the extr11 bucks. But a 6.3 per cent in
rease in a year When UNM got less th11 what it requested from the
legislature, is a bit much.

K-K-K-Krash
Wrong Method

..

We can never condone violence as, a m~ans to" im end, but we can
understllnd the recent outbreaks of violence in two sep11rate incidents
disrupting Klu Klux Klan rallies.
The first incident occured Saturday when 30-year-old tractor mech11nic
Buddy Cochran ran his foreign sportscar into the speaker's pl11tform at 11
KKK rally in Pl11ins, Ga. Cochran said he tried to kill KKK Imperial Wiz11rd
Bill Wilkinson to. get even for 11 lot of his black friends. Wilkinson was not
injured, but 32 other persons were, and Cochr11n was charged with 19
counts of aggravated battery.
THE SECOND INCIDENT occurred Mond11y, the celebr11tion of
Americ11's 201st birthday, when a KKK leader in Columbus, Ohio, was
prevented from advoc11ting white suprem11cy by a group of about 100 activists who stormed the stage an,d punched him out.
We sympathize with these pl!llple for wanting to stop something so
abhorrent to their ears, llut we think the methods employed 11re wrong.
By using violence, these people are only strengthening the methods of
the murderous and ignorant KKK who sought to wipe out Blacks,
C11tholics 11nd Jews in the South by burning crosses 11nd lynching people.
WE CAN UNDERSTAND the intense hate and anger which builds up
inside people when they hear such ignor11nt people spook, but by using the
same violent actions, they only llelp the KKK.
The rea[ solution to this problem is for counCils to use better judgement
in allowing people to speak.
As a newspaper, we are the first to stand I!P _for freedom of speech, but
we seem to recall several arrests in W11shington, D.C., and New York City
not so long ago for inciting to riot. Only then, the rioters wore long h11ir and
beards. In this case, the crook~ wore white robes with pointed hilts.
THE KKK CONVINCED the Plains town council to 11llpw them to h11ve
the rally by putting up the f11c11de of a concert. But mysteriously, soon
after they_ got the perm mit, the musicians all cancelled.
Freedom of speech is one thing. But saying something that might incite
a person to impinge on another's religious freedom (as the KKK spokesman
did in advocating white supremacy) is quite another. Lock up Cochrane
and the demonstrators. But loc~ u~ the KKK too.

Guest Opinion

O.verhaul U.S. EconqmicSystem.
: By Martin Nix
The. issue I now raise will be the most crucial we
will face this decade. While I believe we have the
best constitutional process, and the best bill of
rights, the economic system needs overhaul.
11 Too many corporate decisions are based upon
profit and not human rights. Too much immorality
has been done in the name of normal business activity.
21 The profit motive is under question. Each step
of the industrial process, profit is added, While it is
great for those who benefit, much human misery is
caused. Many of these 'monopolies' are so·large
that they believe they have a right to profit. If this
coumry was·a true free enterprise economy, there
, ~ould be so rnuch" competitiion· that they would
" not make any profit. We have a monopoly
economy.
ll Constitutional issues are being raised by having such economic manipulation of our lives by this
planned corporate economy. Have, in effect, the
Consitutional processes become subordinate to
corporate desires? Or is the corporate structure accountable to the Consititution?
41 Many corporations .are so big, they resist
change. Why did the Rockefeller-controlled Chase
Manhattan Bankfind no scope for solar, wind and
electric transit, yet did for. nuclear? It is interesting
to note that this bank has controlling interest in
GM, Mobil, Exxon, Standard, IBM and other corporations. Is in fact the U.S. energy policy being
created by an international cartel of investors.
51 Each year organized crime has: total revenues
of about 30 billion. If the legal investments are
managed properly, there is no reason not to
suspect that controlling interest has been obtained
in practically every major corporation. It centers
around the banks. By owning a bank, investment
control of loans, interest rates, checking accounts,
saving accounts and others will increase the control of money say, 25 times. This rneans we have a

I feel that in order to avert a constitutional crisis
more critical than Watergate, the following steps
are essential:
1) Under state law, several uilities can be made
municipally owned, including the hospitals and the ·
Public Service Co. Local government is closer to
the people and less beauracratic. Now we can, in
effect, vote for the non-profit corporation, board of
directors.
21 We need a state law which permits issuing
revenue bonds by local government to make both
the telephone co. and the banks municipally owned.
·
·
31 We need a state law which permits the
employes of any private. company to purchase that
company, using a method similar to revenue
bonds.
While not all wars and revolutions are created by
the economics of shortages, history has showri
that t~e economics of shortages do create wars
and r~volutions. If nuclear war is created by the
energy crisis and by nuclear proliferation, the
American people will be forced to conclude that it
was created by this country's economic system.

ldi-Anita Strange Bedfellows··

Editor·
·
·
'
·
'
similarities between these two
"This week ':""e visit another fun pathologic<! I personalities.
c~uple. on the~r honeymoo~, Pres.
. .They both have ongoing hate af·
ld1 Amm ~nd h1~ blushing br,•pe. the fBirs with minority groups in their
former M1ss AOita Bryant.... ·
countries. They both have sat back
Sound far fetched? Perhaps it is while opposition leaders have ·been
not so far fetched as we might like beaten, rnaimed and murdered by·
to think. Let's· examine ·the their followers. They both enjoy .a
."·

DOONESBURY
SC€M5 11£: !liFT 71/G CIJUNTRY
IN A 816 Hf/RRY ANtJ {)ION'T
HAVG 7/MG 70 8URN·BA6
H/5 RECORIJ5•.

r

few families determining the future of the U.S. including inflation, depression, and what technology
will be implemented, and most importantly what
technology will be kept out.
61 Is it constitutional to have private decisions
being made that should be public? The word cor·
poration does not appear in the Constitution. In·
stead the word is based on 'person', yet at the time
for· the supreme court decision, women were not a
'person!' Does a corporation have the full bill of
rights, yet non!f of the responsibilities? Does cor·
prate law need to be rewritten? Who is the guilty
one: the starving shoplifter or is it really. Foodway?
WhQ is the guilty one: the elderly couple unable to
R<!YJhe,gasbiU, •.or the gas com~nv. who cranked.it:·d·hll'f>-:
off in the middle of winter! ·
·

·
·
warm, weird family life. They both
as~ire to greater· power. They both
behev~. they act only according to
the w•ll. of g~d. They both come
from M1ckey Mouse backgrounds]
But the saddest similarity of all is
that they are. both being tolerated
by ~the greatr,naiority,of intelligent,
ethu;:al people m the world•.
I am not suggesting that they
should be killed in the same car
wreck or be trapped in a burning
gay bar, but dn't they be quietly
censored by the rest of humanity?
Can't we simply refuse to give
coverage to the rairigs of these
lunatics, taking as our motto a
p~rase my Pennsylvania Dutch
mother often uses, Enough is too
much.'' These two unfortunates
have dominated the news over the
last few months, and 'I for 'one am
tired of the constant barrage of the
thetoric of hate.
.
·Politics does indeed m'ake
.strange bedfellow, but 'I am tired of
sharing a "rank, enseamed . bed"
with ldi and Anita.
Richard L Scheiber

"Star .Wars", directed and written
·
by Geotge Lucas
Review by George Gesner
Never before has a movie been so
visually stimulating and thought
provoking, with a touch of good·
hearted humor and "oldHollywood-fantasy escapism", as
the six year project of George
Lucas, Star Wars.
Lucas travels from the past,
American Graffiti,to ·-the future,
Star Wars, without losing that incidental style of humor, but adding
a barrage of popular fantasies and
special effects that surpassed the
one-time leading • science-fiction
film 200l:A Space Odyssey.
Viewers undergo a second
childhood with the family-oriented
film, which if it' accomplishes
anything, satisfies the fun factor.

The movie opens with the capture
of the Princess (Carrie Fisher) by
Darth Vader, (David Prowse) a
former Jedi Knight and representative of the bad side of the Force,
and his band of Imperial Stormtroopers. The princess· leaves an
S.O.S. with R2-D2, a mechanical
vacauum-cleaner-like robot who
escapes from Vader with goldplated English-butler-type robot C·
PO (Anthony·Daniels).
The relationship of these two
robots brings back the fantasy of
Laurel & Hardy. The way they talk,
walk and fumble around reminds
you of the famous comedy team.
It's a relationship where they argue
and tease each other, · but un·
derneath that sheet metal of theirs,
they really care for each other.
The robots land on the Tatooine

desert and are immediately captured by miniature-cloaked pirates
called Jawas. These little creatures
brought me back to the Wizard of
Oz where Dorothy meets the little
munchkins somewhere over the
rainbow.
Enter the hero Luke Skywalker
(Mark Hamill), whose uncle buys
(conL on page 6)

J

Free Film & Talk on
Bicycle Touring
Thursday July 7, 7:30 pm
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Cattle Flshet

ALL· 11®\YJDo~~ SALE

mark Hamill
•

SALE

Friday July 8
thru
Friday July 15

20%0FF Summer clothes & hats
20% OFF Birkenclogs
& massage sandals ,
20% OFF cotton Danskins
50% OFF tube tops

CONTINUED
20°/o OFF

lobo

men's

shop

cotton hot stocks 3.50, 2.00
1'\oo~-

Lopop cotton underwear
3 for the price of 2

Sat

ll-G

2120 Central S. E.

243-6954
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~.... Stat Wats: Lucas Lives It Up
0..

(c~nt.

SOund and VIsion

from pag• 5)

that he is capable of obtaining the doesn't really seem that way
Force. The two men, along with the Vader escapes the defeat &nd
two robots, seek out a pilot with a vanishes in the starset. The match
fast ship to rescue the princess.
between Skywalker and Vader did
This brings up the ·cantina scene not develop, leaving the suggestion
where Kenobi hires Han Solo (Har· of a sequel and possibly anotberserison Ford) and his co-pilot que! to Star Wars.
·
Chewbacca (Peter Mayhew), a tall
The special effects are mindbogman-like ape with bllle eyes. The · gling and the adventures are movcantina brings back the fantasy of ing and relentless,
the old western saloon. It's the • Lucas, as in Ameican. Graffiti,
wierdest and funniest scene [ have develops most of the characters well
and 11ses three novel leading st&rs.
Mark Hamill as Skywalker comes
off with a boyish enthusiasm in his .
role (like a Ronnie Howard). He ·
Chewbelccel, Skywo.lker, Kenobl, Solo~
has the good looks, but seems to be
the un-hero hero type.
off his talent. His evilness is out- .. Chewbacca, like the lion in Oz, and
shadowed by the looming David the quaint C-3PO add a warmth to
· Prowse as Vader.
their non-human forms.
My favorite performer was
The special make-up.is amazing,
· newcomer·(one of the three leading especially evident in the saloon
stars) Harrison Ford. Ford is the scene. Costuming was Sphmdid.
future's answer to John Wayne,
Star Warsis the best movie, in
brash, cool, experienced and big terms of total enjoyment and visual
b~other type. His 'humorous lines
magnificience, I have ever seen.
are a result of his macho character After toiling with the film for ·six
Carrie Fisher (has Debbie slipping; it works.
years, Lucas sl;tould be sitting back
Reynold's eyes) puts in a fine per· · The towering coward ape and smiling.
formance as a princess who can roll
with the punches, contrary to the
standard lily-white role usually set
Peter mel9hew & Heltrlaon Ford
aside for princesses. Her perrebel hideout. The Stonntroopers seen in ages. A brawl breaks out formance became strpnger with
kill Skywalker's uncle and aunt and while the band plays on. The band time, as her first few lines in the "Star Wars" /John Williams & The of the Cantina Band.
Williaiams selected nine musiforces him to go and avenge their · is a group of grasshopper-like bub- movie seemed a little shaky.
London Symphony Orchestra/lOth
Alex Guinness, as always, Century RecordslT-541
cians (mostly jazz), .who. remain
deaths and his father's death, who bleheads playing guturistic saxes in
turns in a splendid role emanating a
unidentified in the liner notes, to
the Benny Goodman vein.
was incidentally killed by Vader.
Review by George Gesner
· Kenobi, a Jedi ·knight al}d
After a brief flurry of adventures- gentle fatherly touch. Peter
Wit!\ a film as spectacular as Star perform a number that seems
Cushing,
on
the
other
hand,
is
possessor of the Force, tells Luke the good-guy crew gets sucked in by
Wars,both in visual achievement misplaced on the 'album. lt's the
•
given
a
poor
role
that
fails
to
show
a tractor beam into death Star. This
and exciting action, one tends to kind of misplacement I appreciate.
The song.came about in an effort
begins the amazing rescue of .the - - - - - - - - - - - - - . forget that there was music behind
princess. The tales of Sleeping
those scenes lending an air of fear, to identify with the 30's sound of
Beauty and Robin Hood or Tarzan
joy, sadness, adventure, suspense Benny Goodman. It results in a potIWNCING NIGRI'LY
pourri of dixieland, off-the-wall
come to mind duri~g the rescue
or ethereal bliss.
This double album, packed with rock, .calypso and even Guy Lomattempts.
Ken obi ·dies in the 'sword fight
songs penned by conductor- bardo. It has hit potential.
The movie is a visual experience,
composer John Williams and produel with Vader as the rest of the
duced by George Lucas, brings you the soundtrack is an acoustic
crew escapes. This sets lip the final
battle, reminiscent of World War
the excellent musical themes you pleasure. A.
II, dogfights and all. Luke and
may have subcon§ciously missed.
Rebels become fighter pilots.
Williams weaved the romantic
Under 21 Disco
of
Death
This
leads
to
the
death
softness
of the Princess Theme in ~
Girard 6 Central
Star and then a happy ending, but it
contrast to the Wagner-like,
·
forceful and pulsating theme of •.
Darth Vader.
The main theme to the album,
already
receiving mass recognition,
The Star Trek film project keeps
has
the
appeal
of Strauss' theme usgetting shuffled around and with
ed
in
200.f:
A
Space Odyssey, but
the outbreak Qf star Wars its futur
goes
one
up
with
its
may be in the cards. Word is that
originality
of
theme.
the movie won't be made and th
All tracks are performed by the
people behind Star Trek will b
London Symphony Orchestra exdevoting their time to TV specials.
cept for the mind-boggling the.me

the robots from 'the Jawas. Luke
3 receives the hologram message
~ · from R2.D2 showing the. princess
· Cl calling for Obi·Wan Kenobi (Alec
o Guinness), an old recl11se on the
"'
:~ planet.
~
Vader, C!rand Moff Tarkio
;~ (Peter Cushmg) and the Storm·
troopers are travelling in a giant
~ ship called Death Star; they repre., sent the terrifying Galactic Empire,
ll::!:!' an empire that is searching for the
.r:>

Cooled Jets

.

"Jet Lag" /PFM/ Asylum 7E-1101
Review by George Gesne.r .
'<a
Once known as Premieri Fornata .....
Marconi in their better days, the ,_
group now simply known as PFM ~
· seems to be suffering from jet lag ,..
on their latest effort.
The group, turning to a total jazz
direction, fails to put out' anything
stimulating or inspiring.
Best cut: "Peninsula." D·.

z

Soundttack ·StGt-Ttack eo
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A Jo.wn munchkln
Four Performances
at POPEJOY HALL
Saturday, July 9th
&
Sunday, July lOth
I :30 and 3:30
each day
Music by Michael Jones
Directed by John Gardner
featuring:
Linda B~rgman, Ken Bibeau, Anna Constantz,
Cathy Cravens, John Gardner, Susan Hafenfeld,
Bill ~ayden, Jerry Jacobs, John Mattys,
Jenrufer Novak, Pat Mead, Juliette Peavy

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

.,

Albuquerque Children's Theatre is proud to present the definitely different version of CINDERELLA. To the standard
story, it has added flying footmen, pie-throwing Kings, an invisible wall, the possibility of ghosts, cookie-stealing cats,
singing villains, a tap-dancing fairy godmother, and a shoe-trying•Oil scene to end all shoe-trying-on scenes. Plus 3 cast
of favorite actors from Classic Theatre Company, Albuquerque Civic Light Opera, and the ACT regulars, including the
.......- ....... Albuquerque Children's Theatre Ballet Company. Definitely a show for the whole family. Get your tickets eal'ly .

.-

IN ADVANCE-SU.S or Sl.OO for groups of to or more
All Tickets SLSO DAY of PERFORMANCE

-ACT

Tickets at Popejoy Hall Box Office- 277-3121
And 'All ticket Master Outlets
For further information, call A.C.T. at 268-6561

,

Bloo·d
Plasma·

~

•
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The Scorple>ns

Vltgln ·Ktllets
Do.rk Kingdom by Fr~nk Frelzett~

Dteam Weavet

Book
Two/Frank
Frazetta/peacock Press $7.95
Review by George Gesner
lf anyone personifies the title of
Gary Wright's song "Dream
Weaver" it would be Frank Frazet-.
ta.
The illustrator, and commercial
artist, draws with a unique and
mystical style that has graced the
covers of many books (eg. Edgar
Rice Burroughs novels), posters
and fills two Frazetta. books with
masterful prints, color and black
and white.
Frazetta draws with a slightly exaggerated style that accentuates the
emotional aspect of the .artist's
gems.
Frazetta takes 'the viewer places,

places you can only find in yourdreams, like Beyond the Forest
Star, Downward-to Earth, The Lost
Empire, Dark Kingdomani:JLand
of Terror.
Emotions are drawn as he depicts
the curse of loneliness inStranded, the majestic reigns of glory in
The Moon maid, the ruthless
savagery of The Destroyer, the
cra'\l'ling fear of The Norseman, the
heights of power in A Princess of
Mars,the stormy dementia of
theMad King, the romantic splendor
ofGo/den Gir/and the bold defiance
of Against the Gods.
Every picture has a story, a story
you could look at for days. Frazetta
can truly be called a genius in our
times.

"Virgin Kille"r"/Scqrpions/RCA
PPLI-4225
Review by· George Gesner
In the German tradition of
music, the Scorpions play their
music with a relentless passion and
superhuman force.
This is the five-man group's third
album and as of yet they remain unsung rock stars.
Klaus Meine, Ulrich Roth,
Rudolf Schenker, Francis Buchholz ·
and Rudy Lenners have the
versatility to put out such high
power speed rockers such as "Pictured Life" and "Catch Your
Train" and then settle down to such

Next time you see ·

"Lone Star"/Columbia PC34475
Revic'w by George' Gesner
They're not a Texas band and
they're not a space-rock band, even
though their lyrics may suggest a
hint of science fiction.
Lone Star comes off like a Montrose or Led Zeppelin. Ken
Driscoll, an acomplished vocalist,
shines on the LP while the band as a
total unit excel on the last two cuts.
The two cuts bring you back to
Led Zeppelin's second album with
excellent original material. Overall
the album fails to put Lone Star
above the crowd:
Best cuts: "A Million Stars" and
"Illusions." B minus.

-:. The album, produced by Dieter
Dierks has no weak spots in the
nine numbers on the album. The
Scorpions have an infectious sting
that will strike you iii your mind
and in your heart. Theyre a group
with a future. A plus.

.......,0nhncntal
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INTERN/\ TIONi\L
· Clli\Rl'Eil FLJGJITS
(over 7,000)
Long Distanee
llides
Drivea:-s File Free
l'orte.r Theatre
Eve,.tsand
Information
lntereontinental
TRi\ VEJ, CENTRE
107 Girard Blvd. S.E.
255·6!iao
10 • 6

265-9860
Ride line

296·5286
6 ·10

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

someone pOlluting,
New Mexico Daily Lobo
point it out.'
i).-urnrner Edition
Don't close your eyes.
Point it out to someone who
can do something about it.

T-omorrow is Not Here
"Tomorrow is Here "!Willie
Bobo!Blue Note BN·LA 711·G
Review by Lynne Moyer
' Willie Bobo reminds me of a
black Gino Vanelli. This album
seems artificial and highly structured and many of the cuts are just
. smooth renditions of other musicians' songs (incidentally including
a number by Gino).
Bobo croons these songs in his
melodious voice with a little help
from Sandi Erwin on vocals. The
album also feature~ an excellent
trombone solo by Thurman Green.
Overall, the album is mediocre,
and given the choice, I wouldn't
race to the record store to buy it.

hard-rock ballads as "In Your
Park" and ''Yellow Raven:" These
four songs are the best on the
album and are probablY. the best ex-·
amples of rock melody and drive in
the music spectrum today.

~.,

Terms

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

People start pollution.
People can stop it.

Keep America Beautiful ~~\
99 Patk Avenue-, Now York, N.V~ 10016

~ , "'

. " " ' A Public Service ol This Newspaper &
~~ The Advertlsiqg COuncil

'iiiiiiiTiftfiillmooo moo ooo oooo oooo

We're Stripping the Store of Summer Clothes ·

..

SALE 1/4·1/2 off

Donor Center
Sam to 5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

~TGJ'l 0f. the l?f{ffif?BRED ffif{fDEH).
2937 Monte Vista N.E.
.(on the triallg,e) .

THE MALL
CINEMA
2268 WYOMING BLVD. N.E. 298-5505
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Fogelberg/Epic
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Lat~ds"lDan
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Review by Orl-ndo Medina

lit
OS
a.

Stev.e Huntet

Allee Coopet

Satutda!l Sho_ck
Shock rock comes in full force Saturday night at Tingley Coliseum when
Alice Cooper and his band of reknown musicians hit town.
Alice, having finished his recent album Lace and Whisky, will be presenting an exciting audio-visual theatric rock show in the personna of Maurice
Escargot, the rock'n'roll detective.
,
The Iine~up of the band, to say the least, is impressive. Guitarists include
solo recording artists Dick Wagner and Steve Hunter who records for
Atlantic
' Records. ·
.
The keyboardist is Mark Stein, who played and sang lead vocals for
Vanilla Fudge in the golden '60's. Rounding out the group is Whitey Glen
on drums and Pracash John on bass.

.

Also featured in the show will be Alice's wife, Cheryl, who will be the
featured ballerina during the number "Only Women Bleed."

•

I

No, I'm sorry, but the title of the
album is not misspelled because it is
not abput tulips, cheese, wooden
shoes or Molaccans. The Nether
Lands is in Colorado and draws
recording artists like four albums
and
each
time
the
presence of someone else's influence can be heard. While
Fogelberg played a rock-count,ry
sound on !).is first two albums, there
was the touch of Neil Young's first
producer--David Briggs.

instruments everything else such as
"Lessons Learned" ~nd "Love
electric· gu or strin'gs are GoneBy" are of a latin beat. Joe
used to inhance the acoustic and Lalli\; former conga player for
piano:
The title song, "Nether Lands" M11nssa~ sets the tone for "Love
is a soft piano and ballad with an Gone By." "Lessons Learned" is
, arrangement of strings. The same is more of a Troy Donahue with a
true of two other , "Sketches" and ·white dinner jacket coupled with
·"False Faces.'' "F11lse Faces" is ·aSandra Dee in white chiffol\ and
more of a symphony for soft rock matching p\lmps dancing in a quiet
with strings.
supper club on the beach of Rio De
Janero.

The next stage of Fogelberg was
more toward hard rock with double
lead guitars, slide guiiar and wahwah galore. Here was the shadow
of Joe Walsh.
Now on· the latest album,
Fogelberg works with a string arranger by the name of Dominic
.Frontiere.
•
On this album there are what you
could label two "rock" cuts.
Fogelberg has moved more into the
area of ballads. His primary instruments are now the acoustic
guitar and piano. From those two

Opera _On

Nether Land~is a mellowing out
album from the man who couldbe
called the ml!le Joni Mitchell,
· Fogelberg's voice is strong enough
to stand on it's own mixed with the
Perhaps the two best songs are poetry of lyrics and iced with the
"Once Upon a Time" and "Danc- music of Latin, rock, country,
ing Shoes." "Once Upon a Time" ballad or slight jazz.
is acoustic guitar played up with ac·
Promotional materials say the
companying electric guitars; it is
record
took a year to m11ke and the
one of the tunes which brings con·
work
that
went into it is enough to
tinuity from Fogelberg's previous
make
punk"rock
artists shiver from
album.
the thought of puberty.
"Dancing Shoes" is a taste of the
As Columbia Record officials
Left Bank, a sort of light French
would
say, "Dan has Created an
love song complete with the accorEpic."
dion in the background ..

lllu.~i-onist

To Spork ·
Lecture Under Stors
By George Gesner

performing this feat as a part of the
McCormick's Matchbox Circus
featured on the Lecture Under the
Stars series this Monday at 8 p.m.

A 45-caliber pistol will be fired
Preview by David Belling
with a 36-caliber ball projected
Opening the show will be De~rin~er with guitari~t Rick Derril,lger fron· . . The Santa Fe Opera will open its from within the barrel, and some-·
ting the gro~p, The esteemed gulta?st ha~ played ~th Johnny Wmter' The 1f¥77 five-opera season in July with one will try to catch that ball and
Anthony said that the last time
Edgar Wmter Band and m .hiS roo)t~e year, the l\4cC- per ..
.
.
. _.
it won't be Wonder Woman with this illusion was done was in 1918
oys.
The seasort will open with the her magic bracelets.
by William Robinson, alias Chung
Twirling the sticks for Derringer is Vinny Appice, ex-Axis member and American premiere of Nino Rota's
Ling Soo. Robinson was the twelfth
younger brother of Carmen. The bassist is Kenny Aaronson who was with The Italian Straw Hat. Making
magician to expire in attempts to
the Stories and Leslie West Band and who has backed up Hall & Oates. their Santa Fe Opera debuts will be
Michael Anthony, master illus- perform this daring illusion.
the fourth member is ex-.Axis guitarist Danny Johnson.
Swedish mezzo-soprano Kerstin ionist among other things, will be
Meyer as the Baronurt and baritone
When asked if he was going to be
Mark
Pedrotti
as
number 13, Anthony said, "I hope
·Felice.
not." He said that he's been workSinging the lead roles will be
ing on it for a year and has been
Ragnar Ulfung as Fadinard and
studying juggling, Tai Chi and
Ashley Putnam as Elena.
magic in conjunction with this proFadinard and Elena's wedding is
ject.
interrupted by a soldier who
The program will also feature a
demands Fadinard get a straw hat
Punch and Judy show masterfor his girlfriend and Fadinard atminded by Mike McCormick, an
tempts to do this.
art-education
instructor at UNM.
• The Italian Straw Hat will be performed this month on July 8 and
Other events schedled include fire
22.
eating,
magic, juggling, tight-rope
In 1975 Falstaff received rave
walking
and lots of excitement and
reviews and it is back once again to
suspense.
be performed July9, 13, lS and27.
Making his debut in the production
Anthony said it's a familywill be Pable Elvira as Ford in the
oriented
show and that's free to the
first five performances. Falstaff
The
circus will set their
public.
will feature baritQ.Jte Thorn as
stakes
in
the
circular area by the
ffilchGel Anthony
Stewart in the title role,
large mall.
-The College Inn is

Bas
your
living
space
lost
its
luster'l

the best place for
sonae people to
live. If · UNM is in
your plans this
fall, dl'op by and
check us out.
•
•
•
•
•

carpeting
excellent food
air conditioning
heated swimming pool
remodeled

·

The

College

100 .

'

Anthony and McCormick should
have their hands full with their fair
share of sweaty palms.

303 Ash St. NE
243-2881

Fine Wines of New Mexico
Tasting and Sales

Rico's Winery
.\

6406 4th NW

344-2075
ffilke mcCotm'lck

As_UNMAthletic Director.
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Lavon McDonald Does Much Worrying
By David Belling
year for about four days each time.
In the NCAA, he serves on the
His name is Lavon McDonald,
His position isUNM Athletic Direc" Women's Athleti.cs Committee and
tor.
on the Officer Nominating Com"
He is the man they interview on mittee. He is on the CFA Board of
television at halfctime of the Lobo Directors and said·, "It is a big
baske_tbaU' games. Tit the press, he is responsibility . getting a new
quoted as· an authority in the UNM organization started.'' In the WAC
athletic department.
.he serves on. the finance s11b- •
But what does an athletic 'direetor committee.
really do besides watch ·Lobo
McDonald also is involved in
basketball . games and t:Uk to' the. scheduling future football• games.
press?
.
··
Since coming to UNM, be· said he
Much of his job is talking. He has scheduled games in the next few
also does a lot of worrying. Worry-,. seasons with college· ·football
ing whetller UNM is following the powers like Colprado, -Arkansas
myriad of rules governing college and Missouri.
,
athleti(:s, worrying about problems ·- "I get directly involved in the
. in recruiting. And his biggest recruiting of athletes, especially of
hea~ache is money, how -to get in-state kids,"McDonald said. He .more of it, how to distribute it and said his wife also helps him in
how not to spend so much ofit. . · recruiting. They go as a team to talk
McDonald is in charge of person- to the parents of an athlete, he said.
nel supervision for the. athletic
The bulk of his time is taken up
department. He is also in charge of with administrative 'and promo''
planning and long-range planning tional matters McDonald said.
,,
. '
. concerning facitlities and budgets
H:e said it is a "busy and very inI
i r ·
for the athletic department.
teresting job." He has · several
/. r
/
).
A major part of McDonald's job .-easons for liking his job. "It's'
/
cortce~s public relations. He· meets
working with young people that I
with members of the athletic coun- really like." McDonald said he can
.. ·.:)a.;.··
. /
i
cil and he talks to the press, now take an active part _in athletics
·.:' -\ ;#
,-#;
..
students and faculty.
and with young people instead of
J....
·-·-L. -..-M:- .
. ·l
He · is also very active ln the being univolved. "Hardly a day
Pholo by Phyllis Kushner
Western Athletic Conference, goes by when I don't have an
- .UNM Athletic Director Lavon McDonald
(WAC) , the NCAA and the Col- athlete in my office just to visit."
.
'
legiate FootbaU Association (CFA). he said.
.,
In these organizations he said, ''I
.An athletic director does·a lot of McDonald said he prefers to drive, director in Feb. of 1974. He said
serve on·eight or nine committees." traveling going to meetings and if he can, when he has. to go last year the new pressbox and the
Much of McDonald's time is spent games. McDonald said money somewhere.
addition to the basketball arena
going to and coming from these spent on travel is important because
McDonald said he has ac- brought in $500,o00 in additional
committee meetings. He said they he can make many associations complished several important revenue. He said he has acquired 'a
usually meet two or three times a which are helpful to the University. things since he became athletic good staff of coaches at UNM, and
has lfeveloped and, maintained the
men's athletic programs while
developing women's programs,
The life of an athletic director is
not
without problems though.
July 9 is the official date setfor
The race will be an easy 4-mile start at 12 years old in each
'the LeRoy Bearman Memorial Run course, starting at Kit Carson Park, category. Free T-shirts will be McDonald said one of the biggest
whit:lt will take plaCe. atKit Carson winding past Laguna Beach. and the given to all participants, and a .free problems is with rules and regulaPart atninea.ni. ·; .: · ··
Albuuuerque Country Club,
pair of running shoes will be awardThe late Bearman·· wa5 Sports
Governor Jerry Apodaca has ed to all division winners. Five hun•
Editor for the Albuquerque Jour- agreed to compete in the race, and dred runners are expected to comnal.
will hand out the awards along with pete in the race.
The race, which will cover a Isabel Bearman, wife of the late
The jurtior division will be girls
distance of 4 miles, is intended to be Bearman.
11 and under, and boys 11 and
a fund .raising event· to benefit the
Meet director Larry Chavez said, under. The womens division will be
UNM Track Boosters Club scholar- ·~the event is a fun race oriented 12-16, 17-30, and 31 and up. the
ship fund. A track scholarship will towards the casual joggers and the mens division will be 12-16, 17-30,
be awarded annually in the name of semi-serious runner.''
31-40, 41-50, and 50 and up. there
Bearman to a notable New. Mexico
There will be 4 womens divisions will be a $3.50 entry fee and admis•
athlete.
and 6 mens divisions. Ages will sion to view the race is free.

,.

-~

LeRoy Bearman Memorial· R~Jn Set

tions. He said there are so many
rules you need to know, so rnany
people involved and, UNM is held
responsible for the actions of many
people over which it has no control.
He bas to keep people informed
which he called a big jop.
McDonald's biggest problem is
the budget. He said, "It takes.a lot
of money ·to run 20 sports. We're
continually trying to devise ways to'
come up with more money." The
Internal Revenue Service is attempting to tax college income from
television sports recvenues.
McDonald said if this happens,
"That would wipe us out."
·McDonald said recruiting is a
constant problem but ''if you compe~e on a national level, you have to
do i(."
In the future of college athletics,
McDonald said, "By necessity of
funding there's going to be a leveling off." He said in non-revenue
sports, there will be limits on the
number and amount of scholarships and limits on the number of
contests and travel. He also said
college athleUcs are becoming tied
to television, which colleges do not
have much control over. ·
He also thinks the point is coming • where professional baseball,
football and basketball will have to
contribute to college athletics.
With women's sports growing, he
said they need to come under the
NCAA. He said, "You can't have
equality unless you have one set of
rutes." McDonald said he thinks
this can be done..
McDonald, a 1948 graduate of
UNM, lettered three years in football and once in basketball in his
playing career at UNM, so he was
been involved in UNM athletics on
the playe~ level as well as an administrator.

Hewlett-Packard
has new low prices on

HP~25

.Fulwiler Takes Title

and·HP25C

Information and entry blanks may
be obtained at Oardenswartz
Sportz, 4410 Menaul Blvd., N.E.,
265-7787.
.

UNM track coach Bill Silverberg
UNM golfer Jeff Fulwiler shot a shooting like this at the NCAA
final round of 69 Monday to win Golf Championships where they will be at the race with members of
the Albuquerque City Men's Golf missed the cut.
his track team.
Championship by two strokes o\oer · .::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
Mark Pelletier, another Lobo r
golfer.
Fulwiler was the leader the first
two days, but in the third round
· Pelletier fired a 71 while Fulwiler
could' only manage a 75, his worst
· round of the tournament.
Fulwiler · had rounds of
: 70-67-75-69 for a281 total. Pelletier
had rounds of73-67-71-72 for a283
total.
·
In the second round, Fulwiler
And it's not for everybody. The Navy's Nuclear Power
and. Pelletier both shot 67's at Ar·
Program
is looking for a limited number of highly qualified in·
royo dcil Oso. These scores, along
structors.
People who have recently earned 'degrees in
with UNM golfer Harold Garmathematics,
physics, nuclear physics or engineering-and ·
risort's final round of 67, were the
are
between
the
;:tges of 19 and 29.
.
lowest rounds of the tournament.
The young people you'd be teaching would be t6p studenFulwiler f'mished second in last
ts:
They have to f:!e. The men VIE! choose to operate and-mainyear's tournament.
Navy's numerous nuclear reactors have to be the
tam't.!le
Several other UNM golfers
best.
played in the tournament. Garrison
But it's mote than just a ''teaching job". Because you
f'mished in a fourth . tie at 29,1'.
woul~be
a Commissioned Officer in the U.S. Navy, the
Mitch Mooney< finished in a tie for
benef1ts
are
excellent-including good pay, housing and
seventh-phice with a 293.
.
available
medical
care. Your teaching tour would be spent at .
Former UNM golt'et Monty Carltle
Navy
Nuclear
Power
School in Orlando, Florida.
rico 'finished at 296 ina tie for tentli
So
if
you
feel
you
have
the qualifications the N<~VY is
place.
looking for send your resume-to:
Finishing third was Randy Kahn
Navy Recruiting District ,
at 286 firstcrourtd co-leader Emie
P.O. Box8667
Fresquez finished in a tie with GarAlbuquerque, NM 87~08
rison for fourth.
ATTN: Officer Prograrols
This tournament is just orte of
Or. call (505)766·2335collect for a free brochure.
many that the lobo golfers will play
in this summer!as .they horte th~ir
skills for the 1977.-78 golf season•.
The Lobos could have used 1---.~....:;,-------------------

.. P·25
is

now

It's not your everyday
·teac"'ing job.
It's the Nuclear Navy.

·

The-Nuclear Navy

$125

HP·25C
is

now
$160

UNM Bookstore
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
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Kolbert
Rewrites
History

Clnssifleds
HOLMAN~S 1

.

•

pleasing. Caii-26SM2444 or come

to 1717 Girard NE, 7i28
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
tr~ception, sterilization, .abortion. Right to Choose
294·0171. 7/28
'
STUDY IN QUITO, ECUADOR next semester.

'

mediation, call
. people helpful,

2.

Scientific
with Continuous~
.

Retains your programs
and saves your dataeven when you turn itoff!

The lure of the Sunbelt needs
analysis, two UNM researchers
have advised the federal government.
Explosive growth in the last few
decades has made the so\lthern rim
the nation's most populous region
and raised serious political and
sociological questions, according to
Bob Anderson, director of UNM's
Division of Government Research,
and Associate Political Science
Professor Peter Lupsha.
Lupsha and Anderson are
authors of a paper presented to a
citizens' for\lm of the White House
Conference on Balanced National
Growth and Economic Developnemnt.
Millions of American are "voting·
with their feet," the paper says,
"moving themselves · and their
families from the Northeast and
North Central region to that area of
the south and Mountain West
known as the Sun belt.
"What makes this population
movement so unique is that it is the
first time that a voluntary, private
mass migration of. urban dwellers,
middle-class in character, has
occurred." The migration invloves
both young families and retirees,
the UNM report notes, and "many
of these migrants have better skills,
educational attainment and more
sophisticated backsrourtd experiences that the population of the
host communities they are entering." Ander'son and Lupsha
predict that the migration "will
have· tremendous consequences
both on the· local institutuions and
policies of the host environment
and the national play of power and
policy as well."
Among the questions raised by
the migration pattern are disruption
of local labor patterns, sometimes
accompanied by ethni~; and racial •
·tensions; sharp rises in demands for
services by new residents, complicating problems of land-use
planning and budgeting>· ac' celerated deterioration of northern
cities; and impacts · of the- new
residents on local ,social, C\lltural,
political and economic en•
vironments.
. J·

.

'

717

257~704(,).

Backround in supervising

7/14 ·

LOST & FOUND

CAR KEY FOUND·oh Redondo behind Yale Park.
Des~r_lbe

and claim, room 131 Marton Hall.

717

FOUND: IRISH ~ETTER male, pear San Mateo and
freeway, on 7/5.266-6841 after 5pm. 1n

.

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and

editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medi(:al,
scholastic, Charts& tables, 345-2125. 7/28

The great new HP-25C is the first scientific calculator
· you can turn on and off as often as you like without
losing your programs or stored data.
You can store and retain programmed solutions
to any repetitive problem-from long, complex problems to hyperbolics, statistical functions, octal-decimal
· · conversions, degrees-minutes-seconds addition and
much more. Constants, statistical data, etc., may also
be s·aved indefinitely in the eight addressable memories:
The new HP-25C is iaentical. in every other
respect to the popular HP-25. You get:.
72 functions a~d operations. All trig functions
in radians, degrees and grads; rectangular/polar
conversiqns; logs; etc.
Keystroke programmability. Enter your keystrokes once. Th~n enter only the variables each time.
Full editing capability. You can easily review
and quickly add or change _steps.
Conditional branchin·g. Eight logic tests let you
program decisions.·
.
· 8 addressable memories. And yo.u can do full
register arithmetic on all eight.
Fixed decimal and scientific notation-plus
'
engineering notation which displays
powers of
ten in multiples of +3 for ease in working with many
units of measure-e.g., kilo (10 3), nano (10-9 ), etc.

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photogl)lphy

Gallery .is M bloCk from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. 7/28
WAKE UP CALLS made, day or night. For 5-day

week SS.OO monthly. For 7-day, $6.00 monthly. 243·
2368. 1n
TYPING. M.A. English. Selectric. On campus, 2%8564. 7/28
·-TYPJNG,IstquaUty,883-7787.'' tfn
PRIDE MOTORS orfers exp~rt comprehensive
s~rvice for most makes of imporled cars ... British
ears our specially." 256-1763. Open TuesdaySaturday. 7/7
UNM Music Major wants students for beginning
piano. Reasonable. 243-2368. 717

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare now,
Call PENM, 842·5200. tfn
VOLVO MECHANIC. Good work guaranteed. 24.7·
9083,MiketheSpike. 7n
SWIMMING LESSONS NOW at University. Ten Yi

hour lessons $20 beginning Tuesday, July 12. Come
7/7

to pool at I I:4S for sign up.

4.

~750° 0 ,

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDRD PVZZLI

~ssooo,

HOUSING

CAMPUS CHARM! 'FOUR large .rooms, central 11ir,
carpets, pool. $130. No lease.262-17St, Valley
Rcnlals. Small fee. Guaranteed. 717
BEST UNM"'furnished apanments1 one block from
campus. Lower summer rates, bills paid. Swimming
pool, refrigerated air, nicely furnished newer com-

48Fema\e
swan
· 1. Wearing
49 Poetry
footwear
50 Quebec
· p'rovince
5 Be of one
cT~~~ted
'53
Children's
10
game
14 Fdou~dry
54 Trumpeter
f!VIC:e
. Zlggy ----15 Pnnctpal
58 Kind of 'flu
water ducts 61 Lytton
16 Sit for ~
heroine
62 Preeminent
portrait
17 Customer
63 Sharp ridge
18 Not c~pable 64 lOU's
of extstlng
relative
20 C_onfused
65 Garment
ftght
flaps
22 Egypt.
66 Pried
pleasure
curiously
god
67 Electron
23 Religious
tube coil
belief
formula
DOWN
.ACROSS

24 lmporiant
1 Scoria
economic
2 Stockings
group
3 City on the
26 Visualize'
Oka
27 Lose vitality 4 Neglectful
30 Lymphoid
5 Nice friend
.tissue
6 Skip
masses
7 More
34 Portions
mature
.)5 Got the ----: · 8 Son of Seth
Was fired · 9 S-shaped
36 Knock
worm
37 This month: 10 Steeples
Abbr.
11 Ear part
38 Ontario river 12 Water40 Pro----: In
bound land
proportion 13 Transfer
41 Gelderland
property
city
19 Distinctive
42 Feds.
odor
43 Auto
21 Gutter site
accessory 25 Wedding
member: 2
45 Of a seam
47 Adds yeast
words

0

Puzzle Solved:

~

3 0 0

~

NN3 S

~

1 0 I l 3
~

3 W~

For Further lnfonnation Call:

~

~ANTERBURY~HAPEL
4~5 Univer$lty, N.:E.
~47-~515

The house opens August 20th

46 Down on
26 Pain reliever
one's -----27 Secret
47 Pope's ·
watchers
representa28 Eastlndian
tlve
29 Fix anew
49 weathercocks
30 Weight unit 50 Central idea
31 Angry
51 Kind of tapir
32 Make tardy 5.2 Wound with
33 Poles used
a dagger
as masts
53 Neophyte:
35 London's
Var.
Big--55 North
39 Electrical
African
unit
56---- knock
40 Loose
57 Necessity
thread
59 Summer tint
42 Kilmer poem 60 Showed the
44 Affluence
way

~lex. Adults, no pets. 5155·5170, 201·205·209
Columbia SE. 255·2685. 7128

~

~~!-K~JO UN~J ~"!~led1 l;bedropm, cool patio,
'bnrbccue, fem:@ yard, 5140 •. No lease. ~262-l?Sf~
Valley Rentals. Small fee. Guaranteed. 717

ROOM IN 3·BEDROOM NE house with woman and
<hild. 255·3971. 7/7
AIR CONDITIONED, 2'BEDROOM hns carpel,

modern kilchen, garage. Only SISO. 262-1751, Valley
Rentals. Small fee. Guaranteed. 7/7
FOUR BLOCKS TO UNM. 2·bedroom l1ouse for two
students. Furnished, green yard, all mililles _pald.
$120 per month per student. SSO .deposil. No ~
waterbeds. No pets. 83 1·2080 717
SAVE MONEY! SilO rents air conditioned 2- ,
bedroom. Fenced yard, no lease. 262•1751 1 Valley
Rentnts •. Smafl fee. Guaranteed, 7/7
!•BEDROOM FURNISHED UTILITIES' paid,
!II block from campu•. Phone 898.0921. 7/7 ·
BRING FIDOI OVERSIZE adobe, big fenced yard,

'< , '

all carpeted. $140. _262~1751; VaHey Rcnlals.. SmaU
fee. Ouaranlccd. 717

Come in and try the HP-25C today.

ARTISTIC .2-BEDROOM LUXURY home, Har·

dwood floors. Pets welcome, 5225. 262·1751, Valley
Renta1s. Small fee .. Guaranteed. 717

5.

New Low Pri.ces!
was

FORSALE

1972 VAMAHA 650; excelletil condition. 'eXtremely
clean; extras. Bill1 898-3148 before I lam, 256-7939
ancr I lam. 7/7
ASSUME PAYMENTS. 40 ACRES ranch near St.

Johns, Arizona. Bac:k 2 paymi:nts $129 each. Was
517,000~ now SJ4,000 due. Absolute money back
guarantee. Cal1Tomcollecl602-947·8011. 1n ·

Now

"

GREAT SAVINGS! SlO.OO short sleeve shirts noW
$4.SO. Jeans from 1.95 to 8.9S at Califorrtia Fashion

Outlet, 231 BCentral SE across from UNM. 266-6872.-

16'0.00
145.00 125.00

Scientific with .
Continuous memory 200.00

HP25C
H'P25

Scientific

.

.

7/7
GUITAR AMPLIFIER. Acoustic 150·105 with four

12'' speakers. Like_ new; lifclimc complete warranty.
$500.247-3574. Ask for Richard.

6.

717

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME: Salesclerk&: stocking. Must be over 21

years, old. Apply in person, no phone calls. SAVEWAY Liquor States, 5704- Lomas Blvd. NE. 5516
Mcnaul Blvd. NB. 717
STAR'fiNO AUGUST. RESPONSIBLE, ex·
p~fici1CCd 1 fleXible, child care help tor five and ten

yc~r old. babyshting artcr school and some evenings
in exchange fot room. Basement apartmt:ntt ncar
University. Separate entcrancc. Board negotiable.
Car, Necessary pcrsot1al and work references
rcq:u/rcd, Call Ptofessor Landau after Spm. 2SS•

Store Hours

2635. 7/7
PART TIME· FULl. TIME: Cashiers, slack clerks.

HANKAMER ICARD• Mon. • Fri. 8:00·5:30
'

Apply in· person, Student Book Store, 2122· Central
Ave. S,E; 717

Sat 8:30·4:30

7.

TRAVEL

STUOY 'IN -QUtT01 Ecuador next semester.
Information 229 Ortega, 277·.2636. 7/7
RIDES! RIDES! 1\IOESI Split CJ<pensc<, •hare
drlvl11g. lTC Ridelitie, 265·9860, 296·5288. 717

ALSO AVAILABLE AT THE UNM BOOKSTORE

EUROPE_t $389 -Round trip, -open ¢ndl Inter•
Travc1 cerlfte. 107 Girard ntvd S~ 1 Suile
L, 2SHS30, 296·Sill8. 117

·contihCI}ttil

lTC BIRTHDAY SPECIAL! Free Rides In July!
expcns~s. lnformatfofi itt llttcrcontiilclltal
Travel Centre, 107 Girard Dlvd SE, 265·9860, 296·

Spllt

5288.

7(7
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Single Room, 3 Meals Daily
Double Roou1, 3 Meals Daily

A sm~all eo-ed residenee r1111 as a eo-op, good
food, elose to the eamplJs. Monies saved by
energy eonservation,· food serviee and gen•
eral maintenanee to be· refllnded to residents at the end of the semeste...

UNITED Feature Stndicate

"

LOOKING FOR B and AB blood donors, Will
compensate, Ptease contact Malaria Project, 277~
)001. 717
IF INTERESTED IN new car~er- in dispute

HP·25C
ammable Calculator

Southern
Mig.ration
Analyzed

I

Fa~t,

Information 229 Ortega,277~263~.

l

'

1. · PERSONALS

CALC.ULATOR SHOW JULY 8 8r 9

(PBS) television. programs
Z System
designed to re-examine history,
o"
The series, to be titled" A
.....
., Humanist
Confronts
an
Historian," · will feature Kolber!
and a team of historians from
universities througho\lt the U.S.
· ''We'll take another look at history
and try to rewrite .it," Kolbert said.
''We'll try to get rid of some false
assumptions and discuss some major omissions · from historical •
writings."
He said some of the issues he
plans to raise in the television sedes
will be the lack of attention paid to
women in w9rld history , and the
"imbalance" that exists because
"military people and political
leaders dominate the history,"
"You seldom read about
businessmen, scientists, peasants
.and others who contributed to
world history, Kolbert said. "What
we have now is basically a military
and political view of the past."
The project will be funded by the
national endowment for 'the
· Humanities and will· be filmed this
summer for broadcast on PBS dur~
ing September.·

A few rooUls are· s"till available
for the fall tet•Dl:

'\

:Prices i_n town,

~

.

INC.

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION I.D. pho!o,. Lowest

·8 UNM French Prof. Jack Kolbert
·;;: will be a moderator this fall on a
~ special series of Public .Broadcast

'
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~Recruiting

l!

A spokesman for the local
0 branch of a chicano. health
.c organization said UNM has done
,3 little to examine their minority
recruiting efforts.
· Q
At a press conference last week
o which began a three-day session for
·~ the ·La Rama health organization,
~ Joseph Sierra, a third year medical
i:!: student at UNM, said this

i

Practices Called Discriminatory

and staff of the medical school
ought to be chicano to reflect the 50
per cent chicano population that is
in New Mexico.
On a national level, Sierra and
Jeff Salinas, a L;t Rama chairman
and third year medical student in
California, warned of discrimation
in recruiting from a California
Supreme Court Case. .

~ Mexico
r:s\~~:.::;.;,~~~~~.':'k~~i\";t~!
,h:~~~.~::-.~~~~~~~~~~:
legislature to review their a white maJe engineering student
~

: minodtyenr9llmentefforts.
1
Sierra said· that when UNM S
recruiting practices are compared to
those of other institutions, "The
UNM Med school is very
discriminatory;''
'
To back his charge, Sierra said
that about 20 per cent of the '280
students in the medical school are
Chicano.
He said 50 per cent of the
students, faculty, administrators

llot

minority recruitJ11ent procedures
and programs would be set back.
Salinas said a concurance by the
U.S. court would kill that
prominoJ;ity legislation which
supports minority recruitment.
Sierra and Salinas both
questioned academics as a criteria
for .acceptance into medical

9S or a 96 on a physics test si~ Years

al!o."
Sierra said that since La Rama's ·
separation from the Na.tional
Chicano Health Organization
(NCHO), it will work through
NCHO only to recruit · undergraduate Chicano students into
the medical school.
·
.
•
.

Denta.l Bu·ilding. Construe. . • t1~n
n.·d. e
.. rw··.' a·y, -.Aft er. .R'.eb.dd.
I ·. ' I ng
.

attempted ·to enroll in the
u·
"!Jniversity of California at Davis
.
Medical School and was denied
admission twice. The. California
.BY Doris Martinez
court ruled that the student was the
Tqe new Dental Progr!lms building at UNM is two
victim of ! 'reverse discri!"ation'' ' months under cons,truction after rebidding in May.
and ordered that he be admttted.
The rebidding became necessary after eight original
Salinas said the case will soon be· bids came in higher than the $1,250,000 construction
appealed to the U.S. · Supreme budget.
Court. . .
UNM architect Van Dorn Hooker said in April that
.He satd tf t~e u . s. court agrees his office tried to reduce potential costs by making'
Wtth the Cahforma· court, then · changes.
van Dorn Hooker

~

Dairy Queen*
braziet: .has
''Slim Stuff''
•Reg. U.S. Pat. 011., Am.

schools.
· · They said schools should emphasize community service work
rather than academic excellence. _
··''I can show you proof," Sierra
said, ''that OPAs · (grade-point
averages) are not related to clinical
performance. It is your motivation
that counts, ·not whether you got a
~
·
. ·
.

•.

made general changes. We've reduced cost without
reducing space,"
.As an example of some of the. omissions which have
been made, Van Dorn Hooker said, ''We've deleted
seven exterior pole mounted light fixtures, .pow ~sing
wall mounted fixture~ to light the exterior areas of the
building. We've also left out the intercom system." ·
Colton Construction won the bid at the cost of
$1
450.

.25C
Off·
&·packs or quarts of 'Slim Stuff' .
70 calories that taste like a million
A new lo~cal treat with no cholesterol and no fat
Choose vanilla, chocolate or strawberry
. Valid only at University Dairy Queen

(across from Popejoy Hall)
Ex ires Ju
1977

o.a. Corp. lei Copyright 1975, Am. O.Q. Corp.
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